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Economic Outlook: This Year and Beyond. Having had a front-row seat to U.S. policymaking at the highest levels
of government, Mick Mulvaney draws on his experience serving as the White House Chief of Staff, Director of the
OMB, Acting Director of the CFPB, and Member of Congress to provide audiences with an insider perspective on
the policy side of the country’s economy – including the budget, taxation, and regulation. As the former U.S.
Special Envoy to Northern Ireland, Mulvaney also shares his global perspective as he liaised with the region on
growing their economic opportunities, particularly in the wake of the pandemic and Brexit. Reflecting on the
current economic and political environment and the latest policies being passed, Mulvaney delivers a candid
economic outlook to help groups prepare for what’s next.
Today’s Politics and Current Events: Where Are We Now and Where Are We Going. In this talk, Mick Mulvaney
provides audiences with an entertaining and informative rundown on the latest in politics and current events.
Drawing on his Cabinet experience and intimate knowledge of the inner workings of Washington, Mulvaney
discusses today’s political and economic climate from the perspective of someone who has lived it and done it.
With no topic off limits, Mulvaney captivates groups with his experience, candor, and behind-the-scenes
anecdotes, breaking down how today’s major issues will impact the country’s future.
Point/Counterpoint. In this presentation, Mick Mulvaney pairs up with a Democratic counterpoint to offer
perspectives from both sides of the aisle on current hot-button issues. Debating the key topics that are shaping
the political landscape, Mulvaney delivers a thoughtful and lively discussion on today’s headlines and the most
pressing issues facing the current administration.
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